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Abstract— A wireless sensor networks (WSN) is Group of
sensor Nodes, Monitoring & recording physical condition of the
environmental & organize the collected data at central location.
There are different filter like FILA, NAÏVE k, Exact Top k ,
FilterA, Quantum filter. Query response time is the query
processing time, query transmission time and propagation time.
Now a day’s finding top k query response time is huge research
area. Top k query in a wireless sensor network is to find the k
sensor nodes with the highest sensing values. For example,
finding the highest pressure points in a pipeline and to find
highest temperature values to detect forest fire. Query response
time is the time between submissions of query to get first response.
By using best filter technique, Number of message transmission
and congestion in network decreases. Filtering of data increases
lifetime of network. Finally conduct extensive experiments by
simulation to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm
and query response time. The experimental results show that top k
filtering algorithm reduces query response time comparative to
without filtering. To achieve that, filter based evaluation
algorithm for top-k query evaluation, which is able to filter out as
many unlikely top-k results as possible within the network from
transmissions.

 Sensor nodes have limited resources, including
 Low computational capability
 Small memory
 Low wireless communication bandwidth
 A limited , usually no rechargeable battery
Applications of WSN[1],[4],[7] are environmental
monitoring, Seismic activity detection, Industrial monitoring
and control, High-precision agriculture, Structural health
monitoring, healthcare and medical research, Homeland
security, Military applications

Keywords— AODV, Top-k queries, EXTOK Algorithm,
Query Response Time, Wireless Sensor Network

I. INTRODUCTION
Top-k query is one of very popular queries in wireless
sensor networks, which is to find the k nodes with the highest
values (reading) among the sensor nodes. In this top k query
response time is calculated by filtering technique .Which
reduces top k query response time, unnecessary number of
message transmission, packet loss. One such an example is a
sensor networks deployed for monitoring the air pollution
index of a region of interest, to find highest temperature
reading to detect forest fire. We consider a sensor network
consisting of n sensor nodes randomly deployed in a region of
interest, each measuring a numeric value (reading). Assume
that there is a base station with unlimited energy supply,
which serves as a gateway between the sensor network and
users. That is, the users issue queries to and get answers from
the network through the base station. I have suggested two
top k algorithms for analysis of top k query response time in
WSN. Wireless sensor network consists of sensor nodes
distributed in small or large graphical area and sink. WSNs
have several distinctive features:

Fig. 1 Areas of application of WSN

Top k Query Response Time Depends on Number of
Factors[8],[10],[11]:




Placement of nodes
Caching Technique
Replication of Data(Mirrors) – Data available at
various place in sensor network
 Query Processing Time – Time require to process
user query
 Query Result Aggregation – Time require to
aggregate query result
 Routing Algorithm
Query Response Time [1]:
Query Response Time=Query Processing Time + Query
Transmission Time +Query Propagation Time
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Query response time is time between submissions of query EXTOK Algorithm works in three sequential stages [4]:
to get first response. Query processing time is a time requires
In this k is not restricted .K depends on user request.
to process query at every node and to transmit. Query
transmission query is time require to transfer message from Suppose user wants top-2 query result. Sink forwards query
to non leaf node then non leaf node forwards it to leaf node
one node to other.
every node process query and sends top-2 result to its parent.
Algorithm: EXTOK

II. TOP K QUERY FILTER ALGORITHM
There are different top k filter algorithm Filter A, EXTOK,
Quantile Filter Algorithm, FILA, Naïve K. In this section we
would observe advantages and disadvantages of each top k
filter algorithm. All filter algorithms have common objective
to reduce query response time and energy consumption.
A. Filter A [1]:
In this Filter A algorithm is used to calculate top k query
response time. Every child first send median from top k
reading to their respective parent. Parent receives all median
and find filter value from received reading and broadcast this
value to their respective children.
Children send those values which are greater or equal to
filter value to parent .Parent find top k reading from received
reading and its own reading. Parent Node takes decision
whether filter should use or not.
Algorithm: Filter A
V is node and u1,u2…un are children of node v[1].
L(ui)={si,1 , si,2,….. si,li] …set of top li readings . Every
children may have different number of readings.
S(v)  set of all reading L(ui). Every children send their
median to parent and wait for filter value. Parent receive
median from children and calculate median from received
reading and broadcast this value as filter value to children.
Children forward only that value which is greater or equal to
filter value which is received from parent. Finally Parent find
top k reading from their own reading and received reading
from children.
Advantages of Filter A[1]: Number Of message transmission
is very less. Minimum Energy Consumption. Minimum
Response Time.
Disadvantages of Filter A: Overhead of Number of
messages transmission from sink to sensor nodes increases.
Finding median takes processing time.

Stage 1
TM node (temporal monitoring mode) Si, triggers its update
only if V(Si,j) ≠ V(Si.j-1)
F node (filtering mode) Si triggers its update only if
V(Si’,j)>=T
T is threshold value which is send by sink to all nodes.
Suppose user wants top -10 query result, sink broadcast query
into network. K’ are value which sink has but it is only 8 <10.
T=30, K’=8, m= {25, 22, 19, 18, 15} , K=10
K-K’=2

probe value=22

If k=15
1. K-K’<=m
2. K-K’>m
Case 1: solve easily because there are 5 values in set m.
Case 2: If user wants top-15 result, it creates problem, there
are no such value .Sink broadcast T value as ∞.
Stage 2
All F nodes, which had not triggered their update in the
current round .
Value >= probed value
Forwards top K-K’ values to its parent
Root computes a new value for T and if changes transmit it.
Stage 3
In the absence of threshold message during a given round
nodes means threshold value has not changed.EXTOK
algorithm gives top-k result.

B. EXTOK Filter:
Exact top-k is query filtering algorithm is used to find the k
highest reported values. The main design goal of this filter is
to reduce query response time and communication overhead.
EXACT top-k filtering process exact top-k queries and gives
top k result as output. There are two types of nodes
 TM –node (Top –k values): Which gives top-k result?
 F-Nodes (Filtering mode): This is this node which is
not in top k result.
 Root calculates a threshold value (T) and distribute
this value to all children
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Quantile Filter Algorithm [7]:
Wireless sensor network consists of n stationary sensors
v1,v2,……vn . Every sensor senses new value continuously.
Different sensor may be having same value or may be
different. P(vi) is the set of point generated at sensor vi. Our
query is top-k query so that sensor send top-k points in P to
parent. S are set of point’s means all points of children. α is
quantile Filter, which is used to filter the query result. Every
sensor sorts its points in decreasing order of sensed values
and sends its α quantile value to its parent.
(c )

(d)

Fig. 2 Initial rounds of a top 2 query in EXTOK using DST, (a)
Round 1, (b) Round 2, (c) Round 3, and (d)Validation in Round
3

Fig. 2 shows first round, in this every node send its top-k
result to their parent [4]. Node k send value 15 to node I,H
send value 16 and node J send value 10 .I process the query
and send only top k result to their parent node F. F send top k
result to their parent. Sink A receives top-k result {23, 20}
with nodes C,D,E. It disseminates value 20 as threshold T to
all nodes. The node triggers update if its value greater than or
equal to threshold value.
TM node triggers update and send to sink, sink would not
check whether this value is greater than or equal to threshold
value, it directly update the values but if the node if F node
then sink always compare with threshold value if it greater
then only it change top k result otherwise not and send this
new updated value into network.
Advantages of EXTOK [4]: Number Of message
transmission is large compared to Filter A. Energy
consumption is less. It gives mminimum query response time.
Disadvantages of EXTOK: It consists of filter at every
node. Aggregation of data takes time. Finding threshold value
in every round takes time.
C. Energy Efficient Top k Query Processing in WSN
[7]:
Each Sensor transmits its data to base station. When query
generate in network it first transmit to base station and base
station responds to query. It is challenge to process query in
wireless sensor network [3]. A top-k query in such a WSN
can easily identify the k places suffering the high
temperatures for statistic and analysis purpose. Another
scenario is that ornithologists who study various bird species
in a given forest are interested to know where the birds are
most likely to gather. To do so, they place the bird feeders at
various locations in the forest and install a sensor at each
feeder to count the number of birds on that feeder
periodically. The result of this query can assist the
ornithologists to determine where the birds are likely to be
attracted [4]. For example, a top-k query can inquire which
feeders attract the maximum number of birds. Thus, the
ornithologists can observe bird behaviours at a few places
where the most attractive feeders are located.

Fig. 3 An algorithm of algorithm Quantile –Filter

Node v is parent node. It has 6 children u1,u2…..u6.
Suppose user wants Top-10 query result[7]. It forwards query
to base station then base station disseminate in network.
The dv is total no of children [3] .
s(v)=∑
l(i)
i=1
s(v) is total sense points of children in above fig s(v)=40
(including all children value)
L(i)=is set of points at ui (if L(i)<k then L(i) = k)
k=10
|s(v)|=40 and
α =√(k-1)/|s(v)| =0.47
qi1=4(=25),qi2=3(21),qi3=6(=19),
qi4=2(=16),qi5=5(=11), qi6=1(=6)
qi3=6=19 is chosen, because
[0.47*l(4) ] +[0.47*l(3) ] + [0.47 *l(6)] =10>=k
Sensor v broadcasts qi3 =6=19 to its children .Children
would send only those value which is greater than 19. It
automatically reduces number of message transmission.
Algorithm: Quantile Filter
1 Compute S(v)
2 Compute α - quantile Filter
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3 Find Quantile filter
Fig. 5a) all leaf nodes (H, K, J) send query result to its
4 Broadcast quantile filter to nodes children
parent [4]. Node E send {20,16} to parent node B. Node B
5 Receive the quantile filter from node v then process the query find top 2 result {20,16} and send to parent
transmits the points whose values are no less than A. Sink receives result from B,C and D. Node D and node C
quantile filter to v.
range are [22,30], [19,22] respectively. The rest of the nodes
Advantages of quantile optimal Filter [7]: It decreases have [1,19].
number of message transmission. It decreases congestion in
Fig. 5b) when node D triggers update [value 20] it send to
network. Minimum energy consumption.
parent node but this value is not in range. The top-2 values are
Disadvantages of quantile optimal Filter: Data filtering at after first round {23, 20}. top-2 query in FILA, Circles
every node. Finding median takes processing time. Number
represent nodes. Rectangles represent the packets transmitted
of messages transfer from sink to sensor nodes.
by the corresponding nodes
D. FILA Filter:
Advantages of FILA: Design of network is very simple.
Query
processing time is very less. Disadvantages of FILA:
FILA are query result filtering algorithm. FILA gives
It
gives
result in range. There is very high energy
approximate result not exact result. Approximate result
consumption
result in reducing network lifetime. Query
means in range. When query generate by user it transfer to
response
time
is high.
sink A. Sink disseminates query in to network.

SPT

DST

Fig. 4 A network of eight nodes [4]. Solid lines represent
edges, and arrowed lines represent messages with the
distinction that all arrowed dashed lines coming out from a node
to represent a single broadcast message from that node. A) Phys
Topology, b) SPT and C) DST

Fig. 4a) is wireless sensor network. DST (dominating set
tree) is better than SPT (shortest path tree) because very less
number of message transmission in DST compared to SPT.
Fig. 4b) when user generates any query, it first sends to root
A, then A forwards this query to non leaf node. There is total
eight message transmission including sink message. Fig. 4c)
there are four message transmissions in DST to non leaf node.
It reduces number of message transmissions.

Fig. 5 FILA initial (a) Round 1

(b) Round 2

E. Naive K Filter:
Algorithm NAIVE-k computes the answer in a bottom-up
fashion by one pass over the network. Each node simply
collects the top-k results from each of its children, computes
the top-k among all such readings and its own, and passes
them to its parent. Specifically, a leaf node just forwards its
reading to its parent [1]. For an internal node, if the node
contains k’<=k readings (including its own one), it forwards
all the readings to its parent. Otherwise, it forwards its top-k
readings to its parent. In the end, the root identifies the top-k
readings from all collected readings from its children and its
own, which are the top-k result of the top-k query
1. K is not restricted, (but naturally cannot be larger than
the number of nodes in the network).
2. The query determines the exact k highest observed
values.
3. The query determines the full set of nodes that reported
the k highest values.
4. The query is executed periodically starting at some point
in time and reporting values for a number of subsequent
rounds.
The time delay incurred by a message transmission is
dominated by the transmission time as there is no queuing
delay. The processing and propagation delays are negligible
compared to the transmission time delay. tH is time spent per
message consisting of the time spent on handshaking and
message header transmission, which is identical for all
messages. The transmission time for a message body is
various, which is proportional to the length of message body.
If a message body contains k readings, then its transmission
time is kl/s, assuming that all sensor nodes have an identical,
fixed data transmission rate s. As a result, the transmission
time of a message containing k readings is tH + kl/s.
Advantages: Design of network is very simple.
Disadvantages: There is very large number of message
transmission and very high energy consumption reduces
network lifetime. It gives very large query response time.
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t(v)=
0,v is leaf
III. COMPARISON
We observed advantages and disadvantages of different
filtering algorithm in section II. In this we are comparing
above top k filtering algorithm on basis of response time,
Energy consumption, Performance, Number of message
transmission, routing algorithm and design of network. In top
k Filter A and EXTOK, MDST and BFS are used to find route
[1], [8], [10]. Network design is very simple compare to other
models and gives minimum query response time. Routing
algorithm affects query response time. The number of
message transmission is very less in Filter A. The design of
Naïve k is very simple but number of message transmission is
very high result in increasing query response time and
decreasing network lifetime. In naïve k and FILA requires
very high energy, it reduces network lifetime and increases
congestion in network.
IV. TRANSMISSION TIME, ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND
QUERY RESPONSE TIME
Transmission Time [1]:
tH the time spent per handshaking and message header.
Transmission time=kl/s
 S is fixed data transmission rate
 Where l is number of bytes to represent a reading
 K is number of reading

[ ( t(ui)+∑ tr(uj+ Mj) ) + tp(v)],
max
1<=i<=dv
Where tr(uj, Mj) is the transmission time to transmit Mj
messages from uj to v, and each message contains no more
than k readings, 1 ≤ j ≤ dv. tp(v) is the processing time at v to
identify the top-k readings in the sub tree rooted at v after
receiving the readings from its children, which is proportional
to the number of readings received. Obviously, tp(v) is
negligible compared with the transmission delay, we thus
settp(v) = 0. The response time to a top-k query thus is t(r).
V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
System Architecture:
System architecture is as shown in fig Fig. 6 User generates
query and sends to sink. Sink disseminate query into network.
All sensor (children) nodes filter the result, aggregate and
send to their parent. Query response time is time between
submission queries to get first response.
Top k with Filter
Query
Processing

Total transmission time= tH+kl/s
Energy Consumption [1]:
If node has dv children [1]
- Transmission energy consumption is (lH +l*k) R
- Receiving energy consumption is dv (lH +k*l)re
 Where l is number of bytes to represent a reading
 lH is the bytes for the overhead on the message header
and handshaking
 K reading then its message length lH +l*k

Query
Filterin
g

Sink
Query
Generated

Query Result
Aggregation

Sensor
Nodes

(lH +l*k)(R+re) is total energy consumption
lH(R+re) -> Energy requires to transfer message header
and this energy consumption always constant for every
message.
l*k(R+re) ->Energy requires to transfer number of reading
and this energy consumption may vary because it depends on
number of reading.
Fig. 6 System Architecture

Response time to answer Top-k query [1] :
V is parent node. Node v has dv children u1, u2,…. udv
t(u) be the time delay at node u.
dv children of node v, u1, u2…. udv . Sort the time delay
in increasing order.

t(u1)<=t(u2)<= …….<=t(udv)
Let t(u) be the time delay at node u. Assume that the dv
children of node v, u1; u2; . . . ; udv , are indexed in increasing
order of time delay, i.e., t(u1) ≤ t(u2)≤ .... ≤ t (u dv). Then, the
earliest time that v received all the top-k readings from its
children is

VI. TOP K WITH FILTER AND TOP K WITHOUT FILTER
ALGORITHM

Wireless Sensor Network consists of sensor Nodes and
Sink. In this user forward query to sink and sink broadcast top
k query in sensor network. Sensor nodes process the query
and transmit result to sink. Our algorithm is mainly focused
on top k query response time. Now a day’s finding top k result
is huge research area. We have implemented top k query
response time algorithm with filter as well as top k query
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response time without filter. In this, we have calculated query
Node 0 is parent node and Node 1,2,3 are child node.
response to answer the top k query then compared and
analyzed the response time of both algorithms. In top k query Values of Nodes:
response time with filter is reduced comparative to top k Value of Node 0 ----3,4, 7,45,78 ,34,13
algorithm without filter. Our experiment result shows Value of Node 1 ----8,32, 56,89,14,79,2
throughput, packet drop, delay, query response time and Value of Node 2 ----67,54,39,15,10,5,8
Value of Node 3 ----65,37,23,16,42,9,73
comparison of query response time.
Features of Algorithm
Sort values in decreasing in order
1. Less query response time.
A top k algorithm with filter is used to reduce Value of Node 1 ----89,79,56,32,14,8,2
Top 3 values: 89,79,56
query response time
2. Useful in real time application
This algorithm is useful to find top k Value of Node 2 ----67,54,39,15,10,8,5
Top 3 values: 67,54,39
temperature reading to detect forest fire
3. Less packet transmission time
It is reducing number of message transmission Value of Node 3 ----73,65,42,37,23,16,9
Top 3 values: 73,65,42
time.
4. Increase network Lifetime
It increases query response time of Wireless Received by Parent 0 : 79 ,54 ,65
Sort: - 79,65,54
Sensor Network
5. Increase Reliability of Network
Find median: 79,65,54
6. Reduces congestion in Network.
Top k Query Response Time Filter:
Filter is used to reduce unnecessary message Children transfer value >= 65
transmission in network. Unnecessary messages create
congestion in network and increases query response time. Parent Reading: { 89,79,67,73,65 } { 78,45,34,13,7,4,3 }
89,79,78,73,67,65,45,34,13,7,4,3
Filter is applied at parent node for filtering query.
Top k Query Response Time with Filter:
It reduces number of message transmission and query
response time.
Algorithm: topk_with_filter
Child Node
1. Every children send median of top k reading to their
respective parents and wait for filter value.
2. Parent Receives median from their children
 Parent calculates median from children
received reading
 Parent sends this median to children as a filter
value
3. Every children receive filter value from their
respective parent
 Send all values > =filter value to parent
Parent Node
1. Sort the median sequence in decreasing order which
received from children.
2. Calculate median x from received median
3. Broadcast x to children and wait for receive reading
from children
4. Identify the top k reading of nodes from received
reading and its own reading.
Top 3 query:
0

3

1
2

Fig. 7 top 3 query example

Top 3 values are 89, 79, 78
In this every node first sort reading (values) in descending
order and select top k reading to find median. Children send
median value (79, 54, 65) to parent, parent calculate median
ie. 65 from received reading 79,54,65 and broadcast this
median value to their children as a filter value. Every child
sends those values which are greater or equal to 65 filter value
to parent. Parent identifies top k reading from received
reading and their own readings 89,79,78. This algorithm
reduces top k query response time as well as delay and
transmission time. It decreases number of message
transmission.
Top k Query Response Time without Filter:
There is large number of message transmission. Its query
response time is very high.
Algorithm: topk_without_filter
1. Every Children send their top k reading to
respective parent
2. Parent receives all reading
 Parent finds top k reading from
received and its own reading
 Parent send this top k reading to
sink
3. Sink receives top k reading from all parents.
 Sink finds top k reading from
received and its own reading
Top 3 query :
Values of Nodes:
Value of Node 0 ----3,4, 7,45,78 ,34,13
Value of Node 1 ----8,32, 56,89,14,79,2
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Value of Node 2 ----67,54,39,15,10,5,8
Nodes are placed in tree topology. The application takes
Value of Node 3 ----65,37,23,16,42,9,73
input TCL Script in the defined constraints and topology. The
application provides three main utilities:
Sort values in decreasing in order
Value of Node 1 ----89,79,56,32,14,8,2
1. TCL Input Script: This TCL is nothing but the
Top 3 values: 89,79,56
scenario in which we want to apply top k algorithm
Value of Node 2 ----67,54,39,15,10,8,5
to give the desired output.
Top 3 values: 67,54,39
2. NS Simulator: Which accepts the script and gives
Value of Node 3 ----73,65,42,37,23,16,9
result?
Top 3 values: 73,65,42
3. Performance Analysis: This gives output on Terminal
Received by Parent 0 : 89,79,56 , 67,54,39 , 73,65,42
and graph
WSN Technology is growing rapidly. Usages of WSN are
Parent own Reading : 3,4, 7,45,78 ,34,13
Parent Reading: 89,79,56 , 67,54,39 , 73,65,42, 3,4, 7,45,78 increased for critical different applications. This top k
,34,13
algorithm is used to find top k result. We have run this script
Sort : 89,79,78,73, 67,65,56,54,45,42,39,34,13,7,4,3
with NS Simulator using AODV routing protocol. Values are
Top 3 value are 89,79,78
taken as temperature reading. Top k query response time with
Every children sort values and send top k result to their filter algorithm is used to reduce query response time. Top k
parent. Parent sort the received reading and its own reading. query response time algorithm without filter algorithm is used
Finally parent calculates top k reading from sorted values. to analyze the result with Top k query response time with
There is very high message transmission, it increases filter algorithm. Top k with filter increases the lifetime of
congestion in network. This algorithm reduces network network. It reduces congestion in network because of less
lifetime and gives very high response time.
message transmission. It increases efficiency of Wireless
Sensor network. It gives very less query response time. The
VII. PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION
path is defined to route the packet by AODV and 802.11
The aim is to evaluate performance of top k algorithm for protocols. The packet size is 512 bytes.
query response time using filter and without filter. The
performance optimization can be achieved in WSN using Experimental Results:
Nam is a Tcl/Tk based animation tool that is used to
simulations; we developed an evaluation environment using
NS 2.34. To run simulation, topology setup is done using tcl visualize the ns simulations and real world packet trace data.
The first step to use nam is to produce a nam trace file. The
script.
nam trace file should contain topology information like
Steps in NS-2.34 Simulation
Before we go for simulation we have to define the scenario to nodes, links, queues, node connectivity etc as well as packet
trace information. The Network Simulator (NS-2) is one of
simulate.
Then we go with following steps:
the most widely used discrete event simulators for networking
1. Create the simulator Object
research. NS-2 provides support for simulating various
2. Setup the Network Nodes
network and transport layer protocols such as TCP, IP
3. Setup the routing Mechanism
routing, and multicast over both wired and wireless networks.
4. Create Transport Connections
Query response time is a time between submissions of
5. Setup User applications
query to first response from network. Top k query response
6. Stop simulation
time with filter graph is shown in Fig 8a Top k is on x axis and
time is on y axis. As we increase k query response time
Experiment Setup:
increases. Top K is number of query from user.
Area
Field

of

TABLE II Experimental setup
Sensor 1000*1000

Topology Used
Number of Sensor
nodes
for
Simulation

Tree
19

Packet length

512

IFQ length
Routing Protocol

50
AODV & MAC 802.11

Sink Node

0

There are total 19 nodes. Node 0 is sink node

Fig. 8 a Top k with Filter Query Response Time
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Delay, Transmission Time and packet drop of top k with
algorithm is shown in Fig. 9 a, Fig. 9b and Fig 9c
respectively. In this packet drop goes on decreasing as k
increases. Delay and Transmission Time also decreases as k
increases. X axis shows top k and y axis shows time in ms.

Fig. 8 b Top k without Filter Query Response Time

Fig. 10 a Top K without Filter Delay

Fig. 9a Top k with Filter Delay

Fig. 10 b Top K without Filter Transmission Time

Fig. 9 b Top k with Filter Transmission Time
Fig. 10 c Top K without Filter Packet Drop

Fig 11 a Compare Query Response Time of top k with and
without filter

Fig. 9 c Top k with Filter Packet Drop
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_________ Top k with filter
VIII. CONCLUSION
_________ Top k without filter
There are number of factor by which query response time
Top k query response time with filter is less compared to is affected like congestion, data availability, design of
top k without filter is as shown in Fig. 11 a) The query network, node placement, performance, packet loss, caching,
response time is same for top 4 to top 6 result. It gradually mirrors.
increases after top 6. X axis shows top k and y axis shows
We have implemented proposed top k query response time
time in ms. If we change k the response time will change. with filter and without filter algorithm. After analysis of both
Query response time depends on number of input reading top k algorithm, We have analyzed the query response time of
also.
top k with filter is less than top k without filter as well as it
reduces packet drop. Both algorithm gives same output but
different query response time. The experimental results show
that the proposed Top k with filter algorithm is efficient,
reducing transmission time and delay. Response time varies
according to speed of message transmission. There are very
less number of messages transfer from sensor nodes to sink
using filter.
In future, top k query needs all data of sensor nodes to find
top result but sensor network has very less memory to store
thousands of temperature reading. It is possible by using
database to store such huge data.
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TABLE I Comparison of Top k Algorithm
Exact Top-K
Query

Top-K Query Evaluation
under query response time
constraint

Energy efficient
Top-k query
Processing

FILA

Naïve k

Filter Algorithm

EXTOP

Filter A

Quantile Filter

FILA

Naïve K

Energy
Consumption

less

less

Very less

High

Very High

Routing
Algorithm

SPT

DST

MDST

BFS

MDST

BFS

SPT

TAG

Performance

Good

Best

Best

Good

Best

Good

Not Good

Not Good

No. of message
Transmission

large

Very less

less

Large

Very large

Performance

Good

Best

Good

Not Good

Not Good

Complex

Simple

Simple

Simple

Simple

Large

less

less

High

Very High

Design
Network

of

Response Time
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